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The Capricorn Coast
‘Bundy’ to Great Keppel Island
– only120 nm as the Brown Booby flies…
– but we did a bit of inland exploring as
well.
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Leaving the Burnett River

From ‘Bundy’ to ‘Great Keppel’
in two easy steps…
Well - not quite

Barra’ Barra’ Beauty
1st September 2018. Barra’ fishing on Lake
Monduran again (it has been awhile). After a quick
lunch at a pub at Gin Gin, Jamie of ‘Lake Monduran
Barra Charters’, made sure we were on the lake for
the right ‘bite times’ and the catches finally came late
in the session. Andrew’s Barra was followed up
quickly by R’s. More fishes could be heard coming in
but by this time it was dark and whilst I hadn’t yet
caught one, it was I who put a halt to proceedings.
Because we had anchored back near the mouth of the
Burnett River, our hosts had had to pick us up, which
not only meant the return trip from Gin Gin to Lake
Monduran but from the Burnett Heads to Gin Gin as
well. It was a late night when we returned to boat but
it had been a great day. I am looking forward to
catching my Barra next time. (I wasn’t totally fishless
–shooting the two nautical miles back to Sengo in the
tinnie from the Burnett Heads boat ramp, a small
slimy gar fish decided he would jump into the boat
(almost into my lap). After using the torch to identify
the intruder we threw him back into the river).

3rd September 2018. We were out of bed at
0500, the anchor was up slightly later than
planned at 0530 and we headed out of the
Burnett River into the rising sun. Because we
were expecting the odd 15-20 knots we didn’t
put the spinnaker up and put a reef in the main
just in case. But these winds didn’t come and in
the end we pulled the reef out. However,
because we had had smaller sail area with
lighter winds we were behind schedule. The
seas had been beautifully flat but our speed over
ground had suffered because of our over
cautious move. So that we didn’t end up
anchoring in the dark, we pulled into the bay
adjacent 1770 instead of heading into Pancake
Creek. Of course this put us 10 nautical miles
behind the journey planning. In order to get to
Great Keppel in two days, our trips would have
required a 60 nautical mile jump followed by a
70 nautical mile jump. Because we had
effectively only made a 50 nautical mile jump
on the first day, we concluded that perhaps we

2nd September 2018. A quick fuel run in preparation for
our departure and a visit from some Lagoon owners (D
& F) in Bundy were today’s activities. Lunch at the
marina didn’t happen as the restaurant was booked out
and the owner was ‘probably too busy’ to let us out the
gate again if we had takeaway. Hmmm.
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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would extend the trip into a three day journey and
stop at Cape Capricorn at the end of day two. This
was still going to be over 50 nautical miles.
4th September 2018. So, the alarm was again on for
0500 but we didn’t get up until 0600. Because the
forecast had been under expected winds the day
before (and we didn’t check this day’s forecast
before we set sail) we didn’t put a reef in the main.
Subsequently we found ourselves with constant
15-20 and 20-25 knot True wind speeds. I even
saw over 28 knots at one stage. Listening to the
forecasts being read out on vhf we discovered
there was actually a Strong Wind warning out.
The swell started out a bit more boisterous than
the day before and ended up being around 2 plus
meters - from
behind. As was
the wind.
We hadn’t had
any luck on the
3rd with the
trolling line but
today Andrew
brought in a
good
sized
mackerel and in
amongst
the
swell we butchered and carved him up to stock the
larder over the next few months (a big fish like this
has a potential ciguatera issue and you don’t want
to eat him all at once). Our speed over ground was
encouraging and instead of anchoring near sunset
we managed to put the anchor down mid
afternoon. However, the wind was still blowing
around 25 knots, the fetch was not good, and the
swell, whilst not quite at the north east it was
supposed to be, was at such an angle that the
anchorage became untenable. But at ten minutes
to 1600 what were our options? As the wind was
due to turn East-ish and the swell north east where
we were was going to become (even more)
extremely uncomfortable. The decision to move
around to the west side of Curtis Island meant we
were going to anchor in the dark (but we’ve been
here before (admittedly our last entrance was in
daylight)). The anchor was down at 1930 adjacent
Maria Inlet. There was no swell and the wind
made no noticeable rock from the lack of waves at
the entrance to The Narrows. We had made the
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

Keppel is still waiting!
5th September 2018. One does not generally hover
head to wind with no protection in 18 plus
knots… but the waves were too big for it to be
comfortable to anchor. Admittedly the wind
speed did settle down, a bit, (to 12-14 knots), but I
really didn’t want the inconvenience of fighting
the anchor chain under the hulls as we brought it
back in. So we wallowed, at minimal speed,
occasionally having to put the throttle on in order
to stop ourselves going backwards against the
incoming tide, and filled our water tanks up.
Normally we would just run the water maker
where we were anchored, if the condition of the
water was acceptable, but the water off Maria
Inlet off Curtis Island where we had been
anchored was a little darker than preferred.
Our original idea had been to head to the top of
Curtis Island (where the edge of the Fitzroy River
mud meets incoming sea water), make some
water and then anchor adjacent Pacific Creek
(Curtis Island) for an early morning entry up the
Fitzroy River. But as it was our timing once we’d
made our water meant that an afternoon jump
was possible over the first of the shallow river
sections at Rocky Point.
We motor-sailed upstream (genoa only) following
the lateral marks, and comfortably made it across
the shallowest bits at Rocky Point, anchoring
between Botany Point and Thompson Point for
the night.
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Fitzroy River
The most obvious word to describe the Fitzroy River (or
‘Tunuba’ meaning ‘Big River’ in the local Darambul
language) is ‘dirty’. However, ‘long’, ‘shoally’ and ‘fast’ could
also be used.
All the way up to Rockhampton (around 30 nm) is navigable
(with the occasional need for tidal height assistance) and its
waters can reach quite a clip in mid tidal cycle (so much so
we made sure we were not motoring against it). It is
crocodile country - Croc Watch had four reports of crocodiles
in the Fitzroy River in August - however we didn’t see any.
The Fitzroy apparently has QLD’s second largest catchment
area and is prone to flooding, 1918 being the biggest we could
find on record but the recent 2011 and 2013 floods have also
taken their toll. There is evidence of flood victims along the
river bank; vessels either resting at half tide along the edges,
sunk completely, or completely high and dry. There are two
sunken vessel markers upstream; at low tide one looked like it
was attached to a log but we didn’t get too close to confirm
this – the item that the other was attached to was unsighted –
we passed it both times at high tide (but I do note the two
masts of the ketch near the northern bank adjacent this).
Fishing is a popular pastime, either from banks or jetties in town, or from vessels of all shapes and sizes
(small tinnies or from the back of moored yachts) and several fishing competitions are held on the
Fitzroy every year. Several species of fish are expected here and we saw one really big threadfin salmon
having been caught from the public jetty (we were in a tinnie that almost caught an even bigger one a
couple of weeks later). Barramundi are also known (some fishing competitions are Barramundi based)
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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but one local said you needed to get through the catfish first. There were plenty of jumping fishy
individuals when we were there but we think these were junior bull sharks. (There was some prominent
gymnastics around our boat, but it was the impact of the splash we noticed, the fish making the racket
under the water by the time we heard them).
The scenery varies slightly along the river, the southern banks mainly mangrove/tropical scrub with some
farmland to the water’s edge upstream and occasionally you can see the tips of mountain ranges in the
background. The northern side of the river is more undulated, and foothills occasionally slope down to
the water’s edge. Flat farmland have backdrops of the Berserker Range and despite its ‘croc occupied,
dirty water’ label there are some locations where the distant views of mountains are very pleasant and I
would quite happily spend a few days hanging around. I could probably convince Andrew if we caught a
few more fish.
The birdlife is prolific and we have ticked off a few iconic species (not that we hadn’t seen them before
but it was nice to see them again). A group of 5 flying Brolgas greeted us on our motor up to
Rockhampton town and the Rockhampton town anchorage was overflown by several flocks of magpie
geese each morning.
6th September 2018. High tide was effectively at 0717 at Port Alma
which meant it was a little later where we were anchored and we
headed off (motor only) at 0700. There were more shallow bits to
negotiate on the way up the Fitzroy so a rising tide was necessary for
the journey.
Before Devil’s Elbow, near the slipway and abattoir we passed under
the first power line (supposedly 29.3 meters) and made our way
towards Town Reach. We shimmied under the second power line
(28.3m so did have a bit of clearance) by heading towards the bank,
had 0.7 under the keel and zig-zagged to avoid the crab pots. Town
Reach is full of boats, mostly on moorings. There may have been one
spot to put the anchor down near the Fitzroy Road Bridge if only the
fishing tinnie didn’t have his line out over our projected resting place!
But I don’t think we would have been happy there long term and low
tide in the afternoon did reveal a lot of sand bank. So we renegotiated
around the moorings (most were occupied) shimmied back under one
set of power lines and anchored downstream from Gavial Creek.
After an early lunch we went to shore, walking along the waterfront
(past the Motor Boat Club and Coast Guard building and along a
mixture of parkland, landscaping, old jetties and new infrastructure)
and found our way to the closest shopping complex. The Coles store
was small and didn’t have everything we wanted but we stocked up on
what we could. Afternoon tea was at ‘Aritzans’ in East Street before
heading back to boat. It was now low tide and extensive sandbanks
were revealed on the northern (and southern) bank. We were still
floating, thankfully, but a non-natural
looking pile of rubble was very close to our
hull. Fortunately we were not stranded on it.
(We had wondered earlier at the very close
proximity (within meters) of several
fishermen to our boat! – this anomaly is
clearly a very popular fishing spot).
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

View from boat ramp – southern
side of river. You can tie the
tender up here – you cant on the
boat ramp on the opposite side.

The last time I took a photo
of the pretty wares in a
bakery I was in a quant little
shop in Europe. The reason I
wanted to record this
particular display case is that
all the cakes are gluten free
(as is all the bread they
bake)– Artizan’s Bakery –
159
East
Street,
Rockhampton
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Town Reach

Rockhampton
Rockhampton is a large town with around 20,000
residents. The old city centre and Quay Street
adjacent the river is dominated by late nineteenth
and twentieth century architecture which includes
warehouses as well as architecturally styled
buildings. If you were to guess its demographic
based on the businesses within a couple of blocks of
the city you would find an enigma; occupants range
from coffee shops, to hotels, nightclubs, pawn
shops, banks, hairdressers, lawyers etc, apparel,
fruit markets and a few odds and ends. The city has
a council run art gallery and theatre and what looks
like a large arty community.
There is a lovely landscaped area near the public
wharf along the river adjacent some of the old
historic buildings – with a café overlooking the
water (we didn’t go in). The Motor Boat Club has
light lunches and dinners on Friday only – but this
only consists of roast potatoes with different
toppings (a bit like the choice you would have for
pizza).
Rockhampton
is
the
self
proclaimed beef capital of
Australia and there are six large
bull statues scattered around
town to ‘prove’ it (and one
slightly smaller one at the Art
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

Quay Street

Gallery). Each of these
represents a breed of cattle
that is predominant in the
area (apparently historically
there were issues with
regard to the stealing of the
statues’
testicles
and
Council employed their
own contractor to rebuild
them!).

Criterion Hotel

Rockhampton is also home
to a pub with a rodeo,
although we only looked up
the details of this venue on
Saturday (normal use is on
Wednesday and Fridays).
The venue does run official
events as well as the weekly
training sessions.

Art Gallery Bull
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7th September 2018. As Rockhampton is the self proclaimed beef capital of Australia we decided
perhaps we should actually try a local steak. Searches
on the internet and reviews of course are subjective
but the place that seemed to have the better reviews
was far too far away for those on shank’s pony. We
had our char grilled steak for lunch at The Criterion.
It wasn’t bad but Andrew’s steak on the bbq back at
Sengo was just as good.

A lesson in not trusting the internet.
8th September 2018. To cut a long story short we
managed a 6 kilometre walk today. The idea was an
afternoon visit to the Art Gallery and then a late
afternoon/evening visit to the Luna Market – the first
event of the season, according to the internet, was to
be held this evening. Upon reaching the listed
location for the event, around forty minutes before
the timing of the event (according to a different
website) and finding no activity, we asked a local,
who also did an internet search and we concluded as
the photos on the web were of a different location
again (which we had to pass to get back to boat) that
perhaps the venue had changed. There was no
activity at the new location either and there was no
mention of the event in the local paper… sometimes
you can’t always believe what Mr Google serves up.
We did however manage to visit the Art Gallery, get
a decent walk in, and traverse an historic rail bridge. I
admit I was disappointed, and having not been able
to convince Andrew in a night at the theatre (the local
theatre was hosting the Bell Shakespeare rendition of
Julius Caesar which would have been fantastic) we
headed back to boat.

9th September 2018. In order to satisfy my
market need (having been denied our Luna
Market experience) we got up early this
morning and headed into town for the weekly
Arcade Car Park Markets in Bolsover Street.
Had we realised we were going to stay so long
we wouldn’t have done a shop in Coles and got
our fresh vegies from these local stallholders
instead. We did get some fresh lemons and
limes but there were no other purchases. This is
a typical market - fruit and veg, cakes, second
hand books, some craft, dried meat for dog
treats, homemade crab pots, fresh eggs, and the
obligatory sausage sizzle. We had a cuppa at
Headricks lane (looks like a long upmarket
laneway type café you’d find in the trendy areas
of Melbourne or Sydney but is in the base of a
nightclub) on the way
back to the tinnie
before heading back
to Sengo, picking up
the pick and heading
downstream
to
anchor in about the
same place we had on
our first night in the
Fitzroy River. The
wind was blowing 18
knots
when
the
anchor went down
and whilst I didn’t think this was predicted, I
couldn’t check because of the struggling
internet reception.

Alexandra Rail Bridge was built around 1890 and provided a
rail line from Rockhampton to the beach at Emu Park. During
WII the bridge was also used by heavy artillery moving north
for Australia’s defenses (the road bridge wasn’t strong enough).
(The US Army had a significant presence here but we didn’t get
to the military museum)

© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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10th September 2018. We took the tenth as a rest
day and we went fishing. We caught nothing but
the morning run was spent on the south side of
the river and the afternoon/evening run spent on
the north. Around the corner from our anchorage
was a boat ramp and it was well used. Some
campers were also apparent. We had noticed the
half submerged boat upstream of the boat ramp
on our way upstream, and it was more exposed
this evening. We had also noticed the large
pylons of what we assume was a significant jetty
structure at one point. What we hadn’t noticed
was the old barge – It looked like it had been
there for ages; broken and neglected – and
frankly quite spooky.

Capricorn Coast Bird List (prt 1)
1. Brush Turkey
2. Brown quail
3. Magpie goose
4. Black swan
5. Wood duck
6. Pacific black duck
7. Hardhead
8. Grey teal
9. Chestnut teal
10. Australasian grebe
11. Australian gannet
12. Australian pelican
13. Darter
14. Great cormorant
15. Little back cormorant
16. Pied cormorant
17. White-faced heron
18. Cattle egret
19. Reef egret
20. Great egret
21. Intermediate egret
22. White ibis
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

23. Straw-necked ibis
24. Royal spoonbill
25. Yellow spoonbill
26. Whistling kite
27. Back kite
28. Australian kestrel
29. Brahminy kite
30. White bellied sea eagle
31. Osprey
32. Moorhens
33. Coots
34. Purple swamp hens
35. Eastern curlew
36. Whimbrel
37. Red kneed dotterel
38. Back fronted dotterel
39. Masked lapwing
40. Sooty oyster catcher
41. Stone curlew
42. Black winged stilt
43. Silver gulls

44. Marsh tern
45. Pied imperial pigeon
46. Wompoo pigeon
47. Feral pigeon
48. House sparrow
49. Crested tern
50. Bar shouldered dove
51. Red tailed black cockatoo
52. Sulphur crested cockatoo
53. Galah
54. Rainbow lorikeet
55. Pheasant coucal
56. Welcome swallow
57. Collared kingfisher
58. Laughing Kookaburra
59. Rainbow bee eater
60. Pardalote striated (heard)
61. Pardalote spotted (heard)
62. Little friar bird
63. Blue faced honeyeaters
64. Noisy miners
8
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Waiting for the Sundowners mob to
arrive.
Heading to shore to try out our paddle
boards

View from First Lookout

Great Keppel Island
11th – 14th September 2018. We waited for high tide around 1200
before motoring out of the Fitzroy River and moved on to Great
Keppel Island. As we only had the genoa up after we left the
river, we found to ensure we anchored before sunset we
unfortunately had to put the motor on for the last hour. We were
the furthest boat anchored off Fisherman’s Beach on the western
side of the island but this didn’t worry us. Perhaps we could
investigate an anchoring location closer to the beach in the
morning? Over the next few days we caught up with Zofia,
Barbarosa1, MoorR&R, Temptress and others, had lunch at
Hideaway Resort, finally tested/tried our paddleboards, walked
up to the ‘First Lookout’, and enjoyed a burger at Tropical
Vibes. We were due to head into Keppel Bay Marina on the 19th
September to catch up with land based visitors however, the
weather of course dictates everything and the changing forecast
meant our initial stay at the island was shorter than we would
have preferred. To avoid some rough weather we headed into
Keppel Bay Marina at Rosslyn Bay on the mainland several days
earlier than expected.
Lunch view from Hideaway Resort

Blending in

Maybe not!

First ‘steps’
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Keppel Bay Marina
Keppel Bay Marina 15th – 30th September
15th – 18th September 2018. Fortunately, the tie-up on the end of
Yellow Arm at Keppel Bay Marina was non eventful. The wind had
been almost non-existent so the genoa was of no use and we motored
across from Great Keppel Island to Rosslyn Bay. The main sail was
out of action. We had discovered this when Andrew had gone to
pack up the sail after our night anchorage at the back of Curtis
Island; a car in the mast had dislodged again (and we hadn’t had the
conditions since to fix it). After a suitable break (an apology by
management over coffee at the marina where our serenity was
interrupted by someone scouring the lawns for new grass) and lunch,
the afternoon entailed, as there was still practically no wind, the re-placing of the car into the mast and
then the sail (baton) into the car. This was a frustrating and longer than expected exercise and the couple
of visitors that presented themselves whilst we were doing this got a bit of a bums steer – we didn’t have
time for them (apologies all). Sail fixed (hopefully) we gave the deck a quick wash down of the loose dirt
and whilst it was a rough job the boat was back to looking almost white again. Barbarossa1 arrived in the
afternoon and came over for sundowners (and the swapping of notes on northern Australian
anchorages.)
16th September 2018. A casual day and we took the opportunity of an invite in the courtesy car with
Barbarossa1 to Yeppoon to get some supplies. In the evening we continued together on Kimberley notes
before heading to dinner at Waterline Restaurant at the marina. Waterline has won awards for its steak
and in this instance they were as good as their reputation (I note a later meal was not quite as good). On
the 17th September we hung around boat and on the 18th we went fishing with friends back at
Rockhampton, hiring a car to get there. There was a woman’s Barramundi Fishing Competition due to
start the next day and our friends wanted a bit of pre-practice. We joined them for a day in the sun.
19th – 25th September 2018. We entertained interstate visitors from the 19th to the 25th September and
land based locations visited included the following: Mount Archer, Mount Morgan, The Rockhampton
Zoo and Botanic Gardens, and Byfield State Park
Other points of interest briefly visited during the week were the Singing Ship at Emu Park (where a sea
breeze ‘through fluted pipes’’ creates a musical sound at this commemoration of Capt James Cook’s
historical explorations of the area), and whilst looking for birds, visits to Mount Jim Crow National
Park (a volcanic plug surrounded by a significant stand of hoop pines by the side of the Yeppoon to
Rockhampton Road), the boat ramp at Coomooran Creek, and Limestone Creek Conservation Park

Coorooman Creek
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

The Singing Ship

Mount Jim Crow National Park
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Mount Archer rests on the north-western side of
Rockhampton City’s outer suburbs and offers spectacular
views over the city and surrounding countryside. There
is a great short walk from the car park to a suspended
walkway, plenty of picnic areas and a kiosk shed that I
assume is open over major holidays (it was closed when
we were there). If you are
feeling energetic you can
walk from the suburbs up
to the summit but you
would have to be keen –
The road is steep enough.
View from Mount Archer

Rockhampton Zoo (and the adjacent Botanic Gardens) lie in the south western suburbs of
Rockhampton city and are both free to enter. The zoo as such is small and contains old fashioned
enclosures. The dingos are not pure bred and are walked daily - but not whilst the
Eating area Botanic
public is in attendance. The number of animals is limited but the facility does Gardens kiosk
have the two ‘Mr Snappy’s’ found in QLD - a Johnson as well as a salt water
crocodile. There is a large bird enclosure housing native birds as well as scattered
odds and ends. The Botanic Gardens is larger but due to time the only part of this
we saw was the seating area around the kiosk – under the lovely shaded fig trees.
TMC Stands for Town Mine and Caves and at the end of September the TMC Tour
in Mount Morgan came to an end. Public access to the caves (which hold the oldest
dinosaur stampede footprints found) has been closed since 2011 and access to the
mine site has been dwindling for years after successive storms have damaged old
buildings to the point of being unsafe - the only building now accessible (with the
guide) is one section of the administration building with a set of displays in it. The tour was around two
hours long and the amount of information was almost overwhelming. Mount Morgan was once the
richest gold mine in Queensland. The town is just surviving but after the tour ends I am not sure what
will happen to it. The population in the workforce is only around 50 per cent and I suspect most of
these drive to Rockhampton for employment. Of the remainder 20 per cent are unemployed and 30 per
cent are retirees (very cheap houses). Recent plans to reinvigorate the
mine (redo the tailings) have fallen through and the town is in limbo.
The tour operator had been lobbying for the government to reopen the
caves for some years but now access to the mine has been further
restricted the tour is unviable. We were therefore lucky that we got to
participate in this activity. I really hope that someone finds a way to
get this town and its tour back up again!
Mount Morgan Mine
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Upper Stony Creek recreation area
Upper Stony Creek recreation area

Byfield is a small hamlet north of Yeppoon with a
General Store Café reminiscent of the one we left
behind at Smiths Gully at the start of our sailing
adventure, except it is three times as big. Not expecting
anything I made sandwiches for a picnic lunch but the
hungriest of souls would have been sated at the General
Store – the list of burgers is impressive. The two easiest
picnic and camp sites in the area are in the Byfield State
Park (Upper Stony Creek Recreational Area and Water
Park Creek recreation area), and are old second growth
areas surrounded by logging coups. Apparently the
significance of the vegetation here is that it is an
‘isolated patch of wetter forest stranded within a dryer
‘Brigalow Belt.’’ (That which hasn’t been chopped
down!). Byfield National Park itself is only accessible
by 4WD (and the logging roads have been closed to all
traffic at the moment so even the tourist drive was a
non event). North of the General Store you can find
several tourist accommodation places (camp grounds
with restaurants and bed and breakfasts etc) but any
further north of this and you run into the Shoalwater
Bay Military Area.

End of the road
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

Byfield General Store

Water Park Creek recreation area

Water Park Creek recreation area
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26th – 29th September 2018. Between the 26th and 29th
September we again foofed around boat. Several loads of
washing were done, we marked the anchor chain with
some new markers (pulling the chain up after this was
disgusting – the substrate of the marina seems to be oily
slimy mud), put guards on my upcoming seedlings (yet to
be determined if they will keep Tiger off them),
conducted a general tidy up of the boat and, the most
pressing task, getting Andrew to the dentist (again!). We
have to say a very big than you to Mark who drove us to
and back from the appointment. On the way back
Andrew was missing a tooth and in a lot of pain – we
weren’t very sociable for the next day or two.

September 2018

I had been hoping for a bike ride this
morning – the bikes had been out (and
degreased) for two weeks but between
entertaining interstate visitors and keeping
inside with strong winds, the cycles - put
together and almost ready - remained tied
to the back lifelines. The ride didn’t
eventuate. Having not made the final
decision as to our departure date, we took
our free courtesy car 2 hour slot and went
shopping at 0800, covering Bunnings,
Coles. Woolworths, a local butcher and
dropped off two books to the external book
exchange
at the
Yepoon
Tourist
Information Centre (replacing the two that
we took a couple of weeks before). By the
time we’d put the groceries away into the
fridge and cupboards, it was too late for
what I had in mind and the tv was set up on
the table waiting for the footy match
instead.

29th September 2018. You can take the Victorians out of
their State but you can’t take the Footy out of the
Victorians. We’d booked an extra day at the marina so
we could watch the AFL Grand Final on the big screen
(mind you the ‘big screen’ for us means our small
portable television rather than via the app on the small
tablet screen – and not some massive screen on a pub wall
(the biggest we’ve seen is one in Ceduna when we
watched the Anzac Day match (see April 2018)).
It was a day that I actually said ‘Go Pies’ – a statement
unheard of from a Victorian that barracks for anybody
else but Collingwood. The marina was quiet and getting
quieter. The Queens birthday long weekend meant that a
significant amount of boats had choofed off for three days
(I am guessing most would be heading to Great Keppel
Island) and from discussion with the locals the AFL
Grand Final barely rates on their radar, the NRL Grand
Final on the 30th September being a more important
event.
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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View from track around Bluff Point

View from track around Bluff Point

Point Bluff
30th September 2018. The first
birds we saw this morning were
magpies. And we weren’t happy!
Neither were they and I doubt it
had anything to do with
Collingwood’s loss in the AFL
Grand Final!
Andrew keeping an eye on our
swooping magpie

After a casual breakfast we
managed to haul our bikes off
Sengo’s back porch and onto
dock for a quick adjustment to
the brakes and to pump a bit
more air into the seldom-used
tyres. We aren’t allowed to ride
the bikes on the dock (fair
enough) so it wasn’t until we got
them onto the dirt car park
(several minutes walk later)
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

when we could work out
whether the gears would work.
And surprisingly they did. This
is the first time our poor
neglected and underused bikes
have been able to be used
without a major issue or a trip
to the bike shop first. The
frames are, of course, still
rusting!
Because we are not bike fit – we
hadn’t ridden them since
Fremantle in February 2018 –
the first ride I planned was
short – only a couple of
kilometres to our destination –
but there was a catch. At the
end of the ride there was a 2.3
kilometre walk and it wasn’t
flat. That being said, the incline
from the marina up to the main
road
was
handled
with
appropriate aplomb and not too
much muscle strain, and the
almost flat continuation to
Point Bluff (part of the
Capricornia Coast National
Park) a dream. Except for one
thing. The first thing I knew
there was an issue was Andrew
shouting to me to ‘STOP!’ The
second thing I knew is that I
had been clipped by the claws
of a protective black and white
swooper – who had of course
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clipped Andrew first. Fortunately all this
magpie made contact with was our bike
helmets. We walked this mid section of
the road (as we did on the way back) –
and we seemed to be the only two that
were of concern to the bird. Cars,
picnickers on the side of the road and the
food van were left alone.
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Capricorn Coast Bird List (cont)
65. Lewin honeyeaters
66. Grey crowned babbler (heard)
67. Grey shrike thrush
68. Magpie lark
69. Saturn flycatcher
70. Willy wagtail
71. Varied triller
72. Black faced cuckoo shrike
73. Fig birds
74. White breasted wood swallow
75. Pied butcherbird
76. Australian magpie
77. Pied currawong
78. Torresian crow
79. Catbird (heard)
80. Australian pipit
81. Brolga

The walk around Point Bluff is a 2.3
kilometre circuit. If you only want to walk
to the two lookouts you can head UP for
770 meters to the left. If you take the track
to the right, you follow a more gentle
incline through shaded vegetation where
in several locations the gathering and
calling of honeyeaters were a delight.
Once out of the vegetation near the top of
the Bluff very few birds were to be seen.
There were no gliding birds of prey
about the cliff faces and only one varied
triller in amongst some isolated scrub
made itself known. However it was
getting toward late morning and the sun
was getting intense so one guesses the
avians were hiding from the heat. We
were disappointed we saw five dogs being
led on leads (there is a sign of no
dogs/cats at the start of the walk) and
most occupants of the track seemed to be
using the circuit for an exercise run – okay
if you are on your own but those in
groups were noisy and did nothing for the
tranquility or our ability to see wildlife. At
the car park there are some nice picnic
tables (as there seem to be at various
locations along the coast). The public
toilets are on the main road before you
enter the car park.
Returning to boat we discovered our non
bike fit bodies didn’t feel all that bad, so
perhaps we will get another chance to
take a ride before packing the bikes into
the bowels of the boat again.

